Garden Station is totally a volunteer effort and all our projects are accomplished entirely through donated materials or funds! Can YOU help?

PROJECT WISH LIST

**Deck in the NW corner overlooking Wayne avenue**
We have a good amount of donated wood and would like to build a low deck with tables and chairs for people to come hang out, eat lunch, play games on the boards decoupaged into the table tops and people watch.

**Archway Entrance and Wheelchair Accessible ramp**
We would like to create a main entrance that is an attraction in itself consisting of a mosaicked archway with tire windows walls, planted with flowers inside the tires and along the top of the wall. A ramp through this archway from the sidewalk on Wayne would allow wheelchair accessibility.

**Wheelchair Accessible Garden Beds**
As of this time there are no community gardens in Dayton with wheelchair accessible garden beds available to adopt. Pictured is a possible design.

**Pop-Bottle Greenhouse**
We have a plan that re-uses discarded materials, harvests rainwater and is built using sustainable building techniques. This will allow us to start our own plants from seed and extend the growing season.
Straw Bale Shed with Green Roof
We need a secure location to store garden supplies and tables and chairs for events and have plans to build a straw bale shed with a pounded tire foundation and green roof.
We are pleased to offer this project as a class in conjunction with MetroParks and Blue Rock Station!

Stage Roof
We were given a stage last summer and would like to construct a roof to protect performers from the elements and help direct the sound. This would allow more concerts without the threat of cancellation due to weather!

Raised Garden Beds
Last year we got our lease on June first so the growing season was already underway before we could get many beds built. We would like to build 7-10 more community garden beds in time for planting May 15th!

Murals and Mosaics to cover the Back Wall!
Last year it took the whole season to clear the honeysuckle, weeds and poison ivy from in front of the wall. This year we would like to see it covered in art! We would like to offer a stipend to each artist to at least cover supplies.